
                 Rakie & Linda Rehkop 
 
All the great Ones who came before have embodied through you, that you may 
see the future through.  This is the time, and the place, and you each have huge 
roles.  Rakie, with his partner Linda, will present what it would take to see your 
original desire from your point of origin come into full expression. 
 
"As you, the human child goes, so goes Mother Earth. As the Mother goes, so 
goes Father Sun.  And so go all dimensions, all timelines, all ancestry gone 
before." 
 
Rakie's channeling sessions over the past 25 years have had much to say on this 
tipping point for all times and all places. 
 
Will the free will creator-human be able to bring Divine Will into form, 
manifesting a loving creation into a reality?  It is, as of now but an experiment in 
consciousness.  Although there are millions upon a planet of billions who 
understand our destiny as a species, the human being has so far come into a 
small portion of his/her intended expression.  
The world has yet to experience paradise, as a dominion of mutually benevolent 
Creators. So let's take some time to grasp dilemmas we have faced through 
ancient and present times. 
 
Here are some of the areas to be discussed: 
  

•     The Immensity of cause and effect at our door 
 

• Those that have spent time with Metatron's Wheel (c) know there are two 
ways unreconciled energy gets home... through the heart, or through 
physical breakdown. You will be shown tools that help open the heart in 
highest cause. 

 
• The particular Magic of the Retreat area 
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The Stage Is Now Set for 

Heaven on Earth. 
We are Calling on all 

Starseeds to step into your 
Divine Destiny! 

	



If you are being called to Colorado Springs for this retreat, you will learn 
what the Garden of God's and entire Pikes Peak area have to do with Lemuria 
and a time shift that occurred there.  

 
You will also learn:  
 
·      How to Generate Light and how to amplify Light.  

  
·      How to increase enduring light for the world by activation of Pyramids and 
Mountaintops  

  
·      What is there to help now to deal with a rift in the space time continuum. 

  
The information and meditations offered will further the illumination work we 
can do at both sites: Pikes Peak, which is called Tava Kiva, and the Garden of 
Gods. When time is sufficient, we may also visit the stargate at nearby park 
named Garden of Divinity1 
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